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Abstract 

A mobile ad hoc network (MANET) is a self-organized wireless short-lived network 

consisting of mobile nodes. The mobile nodes communicate with one another by wireless 

radio links without the use of any pre-established fixed communication network 

infrastructure. The mobile nodes are vulnerable to different types of security attacks that 

allow interception, injection, and interference of communication among nodes. Possible 

damages include leaking secret information, message contamination and node impersonation. 

MANETs need secure routing protocols to prevent possible security attacks. In this paper, we 

evaluate the performance of a new security protocol against various known and unknown 

malicious node attacks. Simulation results have shown that the proposed security protocol 

resists against malicious nodes with low implementation complexity.  

 

Keywords: mobile ad hoc networks, self-organization, cryptography, security attacks, key 

management, security protocol. 
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1. Introduction 

 A Mobile Ad hoc NETwork (MANET) is a self-organized wireless short-lived network 

consisting of mobile nodes. The mobile nodes communicate with one another by wireless 

radio links without the use of any pre-established fixed communication network 

infrastructure. Typical MANET nodes are Laptops, PDAs, Pocket PCs, Cellular Phones, 

Internet Mobile Phones, and Palmtops. These devices are typically lightweight and battery 

operated [1][2][3].  

 The mobile nodes are vulnerable to different types of security attacks than conventional 

wired and wireless networks. This is due to their open medium, dynamic network topology, 

absence of central administration, distributed cooperation, constrained capability, and lack of 

clear line of defense. The unconstrained nature of a wireless medium of MANETs allows the 

attackers for interception, injection, and interference of communication among nodes. 

Possible damages include leaking secret information, message contamination and node 

impersonation [4].  

 To prevent possible security attacks, MANETs need secure routing protocols. There exist 

various secure routing protocols, such as SAR, ARAN, SAODV, SRP, ARIADNE, SEAD, 

SMT, SLSP, CONFIDANT, etc. in the literature and widely evaluated for efficient routing of 

packets [3][4]. But these protocols are either too expensive or have unrealistic requirements. 

They consume a lot of resources, and delay or even prevent successful exchanges of routing 

information. Security extensions for existing routing protocols do not contain important 

performance optimizations. Inclusion of optimistic approaches provides a better trade-off 

between security and performance. Resource limitations of mobile devices, such as memory, 

computation, communication and energy, need to be carefully considered in the solution 

[5][6][7]. 

 The major aim of this paper is to evaluate the performance of a new security protocol 

against various known and unknown security attacks. The proposed security protocol 

solutions rely on private-public key cryptography and digital signatures to achieve the 

security goals like message integrity, data confidentiality, and end-to-end authentication. In 

the proposed scheme, the nodes are not responsible for issuing other nodes’ certificates. 

Every intermediate node checks the neighbor's digital signatures, which guarantee that no 

single node modifies the public key certificate information during the distribution process. 

The reason is that the certificates are distributed securely to the neighboring nodes with the 

symmetric key encryption.  

 The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 reviews security attacks. Section 3 

provides the description of a system model. Section 4 describes the proposed security protocol. 

The simulation environment and experimental results are presented in Section 5. Finally, 

Section 6 concludes the paper. 
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2. Security Attacks in Mobile Ad Hoc Networks 

 Security means protecting the privacy (confidentiality), availability, integrity and 

non-repudiation. Security implies the identification of potential attacks from unauthorized 

access, use, modification or destruction. A security attack is any action that compromises the 

security of information in an unauthorized way. The attack may alter, release, or deny data 

[8][9][10]. The attacks on the MANETs can be broadly classified into two categories: passive 

and active attacks. Both passive and active attacks can be made on any layer of the network 

protocol stack [3].  

 2.1 Passive Attacks: A passive attack attempts to retrieve valuable information by 

listening to traffic channel without proper authorization, but does not affect system resources 

and the normal functioning of the network. Passive attacks are very hard to detect because 

they do not involve any alteration of the data. Figure 1 shows a schematic description of a 

passive attacker C, eavesdropping on the communication channel between A and B. 

 

Figure 1:  A passive attack                                          Figure 2: An active attack 

 

 2.2 Active Attacks: An active attack attempts to change or destroy the system resources. 

It gains an authentication and tries to affect or disrupt the normal functioning of the network 

services by injecting or modifying arbitrary packets of the data being exchanged in the 

network. An active attack involves information interruption, modification, or fabrication. As 

shown in Figure 2, an active attacker C can listen, modify, and inject messages into the 

communication channel between A and B. 

 Active attacks can be either internal or external [11]. External attacks are carried out by 

mobile nodes that do not fit into the network. These attacks are launched by adversaries who 

are not initially authorized to participate in the network operations and access the resources 

without authorization. Internal attacks are from cooperative mobile nodes that are part of the 

network.  

 Compared with external attacks, internal attacks are more serious and hard to detect 

because the attackers know valuable and secret information from compromised or hijacked 

nodes and possess privileged access rights to the network resources. Active attacks involve 

actions such as impersonation (masquerading or spoofing), modification, fabrication and 

replication. The active attacks are classified into different types as shown in Figure 3.  
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 Jamming Attack - In this attack, the attacker primarily keeps examining the wireless 

medium to find out the frequency at which the receiver node is receiving signals from the 

dispatcher. It, then, transmits signals on that particular frequency so that free reception at the 

receiver is hindered without error [3]. 

 Wormhole Attack - In this attack, a malicious node captures packets from one location in 

the network and “tunnels” these packets to the other malicious node at another location. The 

second malicious node is then expected to replay the “tunneled” packets locally. The tunnel 

between two colluding attackers is considered as a wormhole. The wormhole can drop 

packets by short-circuiting the regular flow of routing packets or it can carefully forward 

packets to avoid detection [12]. 

 Black Hole Attack - This attack is a kind of denial of service where a malicious node 

attracts all packets by falsely claiming (advertising) a shortest path to the destination node 

whose packets it wants to intercept and, then, absorb them without forwarding to the 

destination [13].  

 Sinkhole Attack - In this attack, the adversary’s goal is to attract all the virtual traffic 

from a specific area through a compromised node, creating a symbolic sinkhole with the 

opponent at the center as nodes on or near the path those packets follow have many 

opportunities to interfere with data [14].  

 Gray Hole Attack - A gray hole attack is a variation of the black hole attack, where the 

malicious node is not initially malicious, it turns malicious sometime later. In this attack, an 

attacker drops all data packets but it lets control messages to route through it [15]. 

 

Figure 3: Classification of security attacks 
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 Byzantine Attack - In this attack, a set of cooperative intermediate nodes works in 

combined and collectively performs attacks such as creating routing loops, routing packets on 

worst paths, and selectively dropping packets [16].  

 Information Disclosure Attack - In this, a compromised node attempts to reveal 

confidential or important information regarding the network topology, geographic locations 

of nodes, or optimal routes to unauthorized nodes in the network [5].  

 Resource Consumption Attack - In this attack, a malicious node intentionally tries to 

consume or misuse of the resources (battery power, bandwidth, and computational power) of 

other nodes’ exist in the network by requesting excessive route discovery (unnecessary route 

request control messages), very frequent generation of beacon packets, or by forwarding 

unnecessary packets (stale information) to that node [3].  

 Man-In-The-Middle Attack - In this attack, the attacker exists as a neighbor to any one 

node in the routing path and alters data that is being transmitted and injects modified packet 

into network [10].  

 Neighbor Attack - The goal of neighbor attackers is to disrupt multicast routes by making 

two nodes that are in fact out of communication range believe that they can communicate 

directly with each other [13]. 

 Routing Attacks - In this attack, attackers try to alter the routing information and data in 

the routing control packet. There are several types of routing attacks mounted on the routing 

protocol which are intended for disturbing the operation of the network [3].  

 Stealth Attacks - Stealth attacks are classified into two classes. The first class of attacks 

attempts to perform traffic analysis on filtered traffic to and from victim nodes. The second 

class partitions the network and reduces good put by disconnecting victim nodes in several 

ways. The methods are referred to as stealth attacks since they minimize the cost of launching 

the attacks [17].  

 Session Hijacking Attack – This attack is the major transport layer attack. Here, an 

adversary between two nodes takes control over a session. Once the session gets known 

between two nodes, the misbehaving node covers up as one of the end nodes of the session 

and takes control over the session [3]. 

 Repudiation Attack - Repudiation attack is the main application layer level attack. 

Repudiation refers to the rejection or attempted denial by a node involved in a 

communication of having contributed in a part or the entire communication [3]. 

Non-repudiation is one of the key requirements for a security protocol in any communication 

network and assures that a node cannot later deny the data was sent by it.  

 Denial of Service Attack - In this attack, an adversary always attempts to avoid legitimate 

and authorized users of network services from accessing those services, where legitimate 

traffic cannot reach the target nodes [18]. 

 Sybil Attack - This attack is also known as masquerade or impersonation or spoofing 
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attack. In this attack, a single malicious node attempts to take out the identity of other nodes’ 

in the network by advertising false/fake routes. It then attempts to send packets over network 

with identity of other nodes making the destination believe that the packet is from original 

source [19].  

 Misrouting Attack - This attack is also known as manipulation of network traffic attack. 

This is a very simple way for a node to disturb the protocol operation by announcing that it 

has better route than the existing one. In the misrouting attack, a on-legitimate node redirects 

the routing message and transfers data packet to the wrong target [20].  

 Device Tampering Attack - MANET nodes are generally compact, soft, and hand-held in 

nature. They might be broken or lost or stolen easily and misused by an opponent [3]. 

 Jellyfish Attack - A jellyfish attacker first needs to intrude into the multicast forwarding 

group. It then interrupts data packets unreasonably for some time before forwarding them. This 

results high end-to-end delays and, thus, degrades the real-time applications performance [18].  

 Eclipse Attack - A pattern of misbehavior called an eclipse attack, which consists of the 

gradual poisoning of good (uncompromised) nodes' routing tables with links to a conspiracy 

of adversarial nodes (compromised nodes) [13]. 

  

3. System Model 

 Key management is the set of techniques and methods sustaining the setting up and 

maintenance of keying relationships between certified parties [8][9]. A hybrid key 

establishment scheme makes use of both symmetric and asymmetric techniques. The main 

problem with any public key cryptography based security system is to make each user’s 

public key certificates available to others in such a way that its authenticity is verifiable. 

 Figure 4 shows the typical system model used in our work to develop the proposed 

scheme for secure routing. The network is drawn with 8 nodes. Each node contains the own 

public-private key pairs and own certificate, and constructs neighbor key repository (NKR), 

neighbor certificate repository (NCR), shared key repository (SKR) and trust graph (TG). The 

storage elements at each node are shown at node1. The certificate exchange packet is shown 

between node1 and node2. While the plaintext is in transit from node3 to node1 through the 

node2; node2 and node5 acts as wormhole attackers and creates the tunnel and node6 acts as 

man-in- middle attacker which corrupts the message. To avoid attacks, the message is 

transmitted in a secure way by encrypting the data. The encrypted data packet sent from 

node3 to node1 is shown at node3. 
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Figure 4: A system model for a new security protocol in MANET 

 

4. A New Security Protocol 

 The proposed security protocol, called the cryptographic hybrid key management for 

secure routing in MANETs, provides the self-organized behavior by sharing the public keys 

and self-signed certificates among the nodes to form the network with an initial trust phase. 

The main goal of the proposed scheme is to provide a secure environment for transmission of 

messages from source to destination, where the source allows encrypting the messages that 

will be decrypted at destination only. 

 To secure a MANET, a security protocol must satisfy the attributes: confidentiality 

(privacy), availability, integrity, authenticity and non-repudiation. The proposed scheme 

achieves the confidentiality by encrypting the message with the sender’s AES symmetric key 

generated for that message, thereby making it impossible for the attacker to get useful 

information from the data overheard. The receiver’s RSA public key is used to encrypt the 

AES secret key. Then, the message digest is encrypted with the sender’s RSA private key so 
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that all the security goals are achieved. The algorithmic operations of the proposed security 

protocol are as follows: 

 

Step1: //Each device creates public-private key pairs and public key certificates  

        Generate XPS CXKXK ),(),(  NX ∈∀ ; where N is number of devices, KS(X) is 

secret key of device X, KP(X) is public key of device X, and CX is certificate of device X. 

Initialize XXXXX RMRSMRSKRNCRNKR ,,,, ; where NKRX is neighbors key repository 

of device X, NCRX is neighbors certificate repository of device X, SKRX is shared key 

repository of device X, SMRX is sent messages repository of device X , and RMRX is 

receiving messages repository of device X.           

Step2: //Exchange of public keys and construction of public key repository  

      Issue ZXKP ⇒)( ; where )(XNBRZ ∈∀  and NBR(X) is neighbors of node X  

Store )(ZKNKR PX ⇐
;
 // Receives KP(Z) and stores it in NKRX  

Step3: //Exchange of public key certificates and construction of certificate repository  

));()),((),(( )()( AESEncCDigestEncCEncPKT ZKXXKXAESX PS
=  

where PKTX is a data packet of device X, KeyEnc  is encryption with the key.     

Issue ZPKTX =
;

)));((),(),(( )()( ZZKZAESXKZ CDigestDecCDecAESDecPKT
PS

=
 

where KeyDec is decryption with the key. Receives PKTZ by device X and decrypt it and then 

verify the authentication.   

if (decrypted value of )( ZCDigest ≡  value of )( ZCDigest calculated at X) then 

ZX CNCR ⇐
 

Step 4: //Each device constructs and exchanges of shared key repository and trust graph 

XX NKRSKR ⇐
; 

Send ZSKRX ⇒
; 

Receive 
ZSKR and update XSKR until 

XSKR contains N public keys. 
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Construct XTG and Send ZTGX ⇒ ; TGX is trust graph of node X.  Receive XTG and 

update XTG
; 

Step 5: //To find shortest route using fisheye state routing protocol 

if ( ondsTimeExpirationmainingKeyDSKRS sec60)Re)(( > ) 

;)(][Re eCurrentTimionTimeKeyGeneratXSKRXTimeExpirationmainingKey S −=  

where NXDS ∈∀ ,,   

// Initialization of Dijkstra’s variables 

Initialize ][XState with infinite length, label status as true; where ][XState
 
is the state of a 

device either visited or not while detecting the path. 

];[Re][ XeirationTimmainingExpKeyXionTimeKeyExpirat =   

if 0]][[)( =≡ YXadjYX
; 

else { 1]][[ =YXadj ; Count the total number of edges; where 

NYX ∈∀ ,  } 

DCurrentfalsestatusDStatelengthDState === ,].[,0].[ ; where NCurrent ∈∀  

repeat { 

if ])[0]][[( XandStateXCurrentadj ≠  is not visited; where NXCurrent ∈∀ ,  

{if ((State[Current].length + adj[Current][X] ≡ State[X].length) && 

KeyExpirationTime[Current] + KeyRemainingExpirationTime[X] >= KeyExpirationTime[X]) 

Assign label to State[X];  

if (State[Current].length + adj[Current][X] < State[X].length) Assign label to State[X]; 

} 

if ∃X with minimum length, then Current = X;  

} until source node is detected/found; 

repeat {  pathS(D) = State[X].next; } until destination is reached; 
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if determined path contains D then return PathS(D), where )(DPathD S∈∀ ; 

Step 6: //The plain text transmission from a given source to destination      

))(,( , DPathCMSMR SZDSS ⊕⇐ ; where NZDS ∈∀ ,, , PathS(D) is the shortest path from 

source(S) to destination (D), 
DSM ,

 is a message sent from source(S) to destination(D), and 

SSMR is the sent message repository at source.   

))(,( , DPathCMPKT SZDSS ⊕⇐ ; where 
SPKT is a data packet at the source 

and )(,, DPathZDS S∈∀  

Send ZPKTS ⇒  which in turn forwards YPKTZ ⇒  until it reaches the destination, where 

)(,, DPathYZS S∈∀  

))(,( , DPathCMRMR SDDSD ⊕⇐ ;  

where )(, DPathDS S∈∀  and RMRD is received message repository at destination  

Step 7: //Behavior of security attacks  

if (device X is a wormhole attacker), creates tunnel path and send PKTX ⇒Y; which in turn 

forwards PKTY⇒W until it reaches to another attacker, where tunnel path W1(W2) is a tunnel 

path created between wormhole1 to wormhole2, ),(DPathX S∈∀  

)(, ZtunnelpathWY X∈∀ ;  

if (device X is a man-in-the-middle attacker), PKTX = ( MS, D +”Invalid random number”) 

corrupts data and forwards PKTX⇒Y, where ,NX ∈∀ )(YNBRX ∈∀ , )(DPathY S∈∀ ;  

if (device X is a denial of service attacker) No forwarding of data, where )(DPathX S∈∀ ; 

if (device X is a sybil attacker) Send invalid PX with spoofed ID’s of Z 

where NX ∈∀ , )(XNBRZ ∈∀ ; 

if (external misbehavior attacker enters into the network and try for connection establishment 
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within the devices radio range) then Raises Authentication error “Authentication Failed”;  

Step 8: //Secure plain text transmission from source to destination 

))(,( , DPathCMSMR SZDSS ⊕⇐ ; where NZDS ∈∀ ,, , PathS(D) is the shortest path from source(S) to 

destination (D), 
DSM ,

 is a message sent from source(S) to destination(D), and 
SSMR is the 

sent message repository at source. 

))2()),((

)),((

),1()),((),((

)()(

2

)(,)(,1

AESEncCDigestEnc

DPathCEnc

AESEncMDigestEncMEncPKT

XKXSK

SXAES

DKDSSKDSAESS

PS

PS

⊕

=
 

)(),(, SNBRXDPathXS S ∈∀∈∀  

Send XPKTS ⇒  which in turn sends ZPKTX ⇒ , where )(),(,, SNBRXDPathZXS S ∈∀∈∀  

// Certificate is decrypted at each hop and 
ZPKT  is forwarded until it reaches the destination. 

)))(()),((

),2((PKT

)(2

)(D

DZKSDAES

DK

CDigestDecDPathCDec

AESDec

P

S

⊕

⇐
;
 where 

DPKT  is a packet 

decryption at destination and )(),( DNBRZDPathD S ∈∀∈∀   

if (decrypted value of )( DCdigest  ≡  values of )( DCdigest  calculated at D) then 

)))((

),(),1((

,)(

,1)(

DSSK

DSAESDKD

MDigestDec

MDecAESDecPKT

P

S
⇐

// Neighbor authentication 

if (decrypted value of )( ,DSMdigest  ≡  value of )( ,DSMdigest  calculated at D) then 

))(,( , DPathCMRMR SDDSD ⊕⇐ ;  //Source authentication where )(, DPathDS S∈∀  and 

RMRD is received message repository at destination.  

 

5. Experimental Results and Analysis 

 This section describes the experimental network scenarios and the analysis of simulation 

results. We analyze the security of a proposed security protocol via the impact of different 

types of security attacks on secure routing. The proposed scheme has been implemented in 

Java SE 6 with lightweight Bouncy Castle 1.6 API. Simulation results have shown that the 
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proposed scheme resists against malicious nodes with low implementation complexity. 

 The security protocol solutions, proposed in the present work, rely on security mechanisms 

- private and public key cryptography (AES, RSA, X.509 certificates, digital signatures) and 

secure hash based message authentication codes (SHA1). The use of cryptographic principles 

takes more time to encrypt and decrypt at every node. To avoid this, we have used the hybrid 

encryption techniques both the symmetric and asymmetric algorithms.  

 First, we study the impact of various security attacks against the plain message 

transmission from source to destination. Next, we study the routing overhead against the 

secure message transmission from source to destination. 

 Man-in-the-middle attack - As shown in Figure 5, since all the messages are signed, the 

attacker has no other choice than to use his own private key and the corresponding public key 

as the identifier. Sybil attack - As shown in Figure 6, the fact that each message carries a 

digital signature, and that a node’s identity is bound to its public key, make impersonation 

attacks impossible. Wormhole attack - As shown in Figure 7, the fact that each message that 

is sent over the network is encrypted and each message carries digital signature makes and 

wormhole attacks impossible because the symmetric key which is used for encrypting the 

message is encrypted with the public key of destination. Hence, the destination node can only 

decrypt the symmetric key which is, now, used to decrypt the message.  

 The comparisons are made on routing overhead against the security attacks. Table 1 

shows the data routing time, in seconds, for different network sizes. Each data point in the 

resulting table is an average of four program runs with an identical configuration of various 

network sizes, but different randomly generated mobility patterns.  

 

Table 1: Comparison of routing overhead against security attacks 
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Figure 5: A snapshot of showing a man-in-the-middle attacker at node18. It is consuming data from node23 and 

injecting modified data into network 

 

Figure 6: A snapshot of showing a Sybil attacker spoofing the identities of other nodes and forwarding data to 

destination as if the actual node is forwarding data 
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Figure 7: A snapshot of showing a wormhole attacker at node19 tunneling the packets to other attacker at node4 

instead of destination 

 When the network size is increased to 100, the various routing times (in seconds) are: 

Plaintext Routing Time (PRT): 5.5236,  

Secure text Routing Time (SRT): 7.6988,  

Plaintext Routing Time with Wormhole Attack (PRTWH): 5.8674,  

Plaintext Routing Time with Man-In-The-Middle Attack (PRTMIM): 5.9766,  

Plaintext Routing Time with DoS Attack (PRTDoS): 10.4848, and  

Plaintext Routing Time with Sybil Attack (PRTSY): 8.2566.  
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Figure 8: A snapshot of showing a routing time in case of wormhole attacker of network size 25 nodes 

 

Figure 9: A snapshot of showing a routing time in case of man-in-the-middle attacker of network size 25 nodes 
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Figure 10: A snapshot of showing a routing time in case of Denial of Service attacker of network size 25 nodes 

 

Figure 11: A snapshot of showing a routing time in case of Sybil attacker of network size 25 nodes 
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Figure 12: A snapshot of showing a routing time while secure text transmission of network size 25 nodes 

 The resulting data of the table 1 are plotted using MATLAB 7.6 [25] and is shown in 

Figure 13. 
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Figure 13: Analysis of routing overhead with and without security attacks 

6. Conclusion 

 The proposed security protocol has been implemented in Java SE 6 with lightweight 
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Bouncy Castle 1.6 API and empirically evaluated its performance via the impact of different 

types of security attacks and simulation assessments. The comparisons are made on routing 

overhead against the security attacks. Certificate successful rate is better when the numbers of 

malicious nodes are increased over the different network sizes. Simulation results have 

shown that the proposed scheme resists against malicious nodes with low implementation 

complexity. It has been found that the proposed approach is an effective way of providing 

security in MANETs. 
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